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I. 

A. 

Introduction and Purpose 1 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

Identification of Witness 2 

A. John Mittelbrun, Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”), 1919 Swift Drive, 4 

Oakbrook, Illinois, 60523. 5 

Q. By whom are you employed and in what capacity? 6 

A. I am employed by ComEd as its Manager, Regulatory Program Implementations. 7 

B. 

Q. What are the purposes of your direct testimony? 9 

Purpose of Testimony 8 

A. The purposes of my direct testimony are twofold.  First, I will describe the costs ComEd 10 

anticipates that it will incur to modify its billing and related systems to enable it to reflect 11 

on applicable retail customer bills the charges associated with the receivables purchased 12 

from alternative retail electric suppliers and electric utilities other than the electric utility 13 

in whose service area the retail customers are located (collectively “RESs”) under Rider 14 

PORCB – Purchase of Receivables with Consolidated Billing (“Rider PORCB”).  These 15 

include costs associated with (i) the redesign of ComEd’s bills, (ii) the upgrade of 16 

ComEd’s Choice Electronic Data Interchange (“EDI”) infrastructure, and (iii) the 17 

modifications to ComEd’s customer billing system.  Second, I will explain the necessary 18 

changes to the business rules affecting switching of Direct Access Service Requests 19 

(“DASRs”) for mass market accounts – residential customers and other customers that 20 

establish maximum demands for electricity that do not exceed 100 kW. 21 
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C. 

Q. What exhibit is attached to and incorporated in your direct testimony? 23 

Identification of Exhibit 22 

A. I have attached the following exhibit to my testimony: 24 

Exhibit 2.1

D. 

:  PORCB Project Timeline. 25 

Q. Mr. Mittelbrun, what are your duties and responsibilities in your current position? 27 

Background and Exper ience 26 

A. I have served in my current position since March, 2009, and am responsible for managing 28 

the activities related to the implementation of regulatory-related projects for the 29 

Customer Operations area of ComEd.  Those activities include managing the project 30 

work that must be completed for an implementation, as well as the change management 31 

that must occur for the impacted business organizations, including new business 32 

processes, communications, training and potential staffing. 33 

Q. Mr. Mittelbrun, please summarize your educational background and professional 34 

experience.  35 

A. I have a Bachelor of Science degree in Accounting from Valparaiso University 36 

(Valparaiso, Indiana) and a Masters in Business Administration from DePaul University 37 

in Chicago with a concentration in Finance.  I have been employed by ComEd since 38 

1979.  During this time, I have held various positions in the accounting and finance 39 

organizations (e.g., audit, budget, rate cases and financial planning), and also have held 40 

several positions in the Customer Operations area, including Financial Analysis, Strategic 41 

Support Manager and Manager of Billing.  I was also a part of ComEd’s project 42 
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management team that implemented the provisions of Article XVI of the Public Utilities 43 

Act establishing customer choice, which is called PowerPath. 44 

II. 

A. 

Overview of Enhancements and Modifications to Billing and Related Systems 45 

Q. How does ComEd’s current billing system operate? 47 

Overview of Current Systems and Changes 46 

A. In general, ComEd’s billing system was built to enable it to bill for both delivery services 48 

provided to customers and ComEd procured electric power and energy supply service.  In 49 

addition, the system contains the functionality for ComEd to bill its customers for other 50 

charges, taxes and fees associated with the provision of utility service.  ComEd currently 51 

has roughly 3.8 million active accounts, which places substantial demands on ComEd’s 52 

billing and related systems.  For example, in December 2009 alone, ComEd issued over 53 

3.5 million bills and, on average, delivers approximately 46 million bills annually. 54 

ComEd has approximately 54,000 customers currently being served by a RES for 55 

their power and energy service, which places numerous demands on the EDI 56 

infrastructure.  EDI enables ComEd and RESs to exchange data in an electronic and 57 

common format.  For example, each month ComEd sends to RESs roughly 54,000 EDI 58 

867 transactions (usage information for those customers being served by a RES) and 59 

33,000 EDI 810 transactions (information that allows a RES to print and issue bills 60 

containing ComEd charges under Rider Single Bill Option (“Rider SBO”)).  ComEd also 61 

sends out an average of 12,000 EDI 814C transactions per month to RESs, which relate 62 

to changes in account information such as a new meter number or change of mailing 63 

address. 64 
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The number of EDI transactions will grow significantly with the introduction of 65 

PORCB because of the expected increase in the number of customers enrolled with a 66 

RES and the number of transactions processed per customer. 67 

Q. Will ComEd have to make changes to its billing and related systems in order to 68 

accommodate Rider PORCB? 69 

A. Yes.  Rider PORCB requires fundamental and extensive changes to the billing system 70 

that will enable it to reflect on applicable customer bills the charges associated with the 71 

receivables purchased from the RESs.  Moreover, because RESs utilizing Rider PORCB 72 

service will significantly change the nature of billing and remittance transactions handled 73 

by ComEd, it will place new and unprecedented demands on ComEd’s current billing and 74 

related systems, which are not designed for, nor capable of handling, expected increases 75 

in RES activity and the numerous new and updated EDI transactions.  Some examples of 76 

new EDI transactions include 810 transactions (RES sends ComEd its bill line items), 77 

824 transactions (ComEd sends a RES notification of whether the 810 was accepted) and 78 

820 transactions (ComEd sends payment information to the RES).  Moreover, because of 79 

the new Rider PORCB enrollments, ComEd will experience unparalleled demands on the 80 

billing system’s ability to handle existing EDI transactions such as the 867 (usage data) 81 

and 814C (account/meter characteristic changes) discussed previously. 82 

As I describe in more detail below, to accommodate Rider PORCB, ComEd must 83 

make substantial changes to its existing systems as well as create a new Information 84 

Technology (“IT”) infrastructure that can handle the demands that Rider PORCB will 85 

place on the billing system.  These changes include (i) redesigning ComEd’s bill, (ii) 86 
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upgrading ComEd’s EDI infrastructure, and (iii) implementing changes to ComEd’s 87 

customer billing system. 88 

B. 

Q. How did ComEd address the changes required by Rider PORCB? 90 

Descr iption of Development Methodology 89 

A. In order to develop and implement any computer system, there must be a clear 91 

delineation of the scope of business requirements supported by the system.  As a result, 92 

decisions must be made concerning how all business processes will function and how 93 

those parts interrelate. Analyses are conducted on such things as the existing business 94 

practices, anticipated volume of transactions, processing complexity, workforce loading, 95 

and the significance of the technology changes when determining whether an activity will 96 

be automated or processed manually. 97 

Q. How did ComEd gather information about business requirements in designing a new 98 

system to accommodate Rider PORCB?   99 

A. ComEd began gathering information during the workshop process coordinated by the 100 

Office of Retail Market Development (“ORMD”), which was designed to address, among 101 

other things, the requirements of Section 16-118(c) of the Public Utilities Act.  ORMD 102 

held the first workshop in January 2008, and since then a variety of stakeholders have 103 

participated, including utilities, the Staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (the 104 

“Commission”), ORMD, RESs, the Citizens Utility Board, the Attorney General, and 105 

other interested parties. 106 

Based on the input received during the workshop process, ComEd used its 107 

standard development methodology to gather the requirements and guide the 108 
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development process for considering changes that will be implemented for billing and 109 

related systems.  The standard development methodology consists of four high-level 110 

steps, which are similar to those one might use when building a house or car: 111 

 Conceptual Design – sets the business boundaries of the work and defines 112 
high-level business processes.  The conceptual design serves as the 113 
“blueprint” of the new system, and includes basic high-level cost 114 
estimates. 115 

 Analysis and Design – drives the business processes down to user 116 
requirements, user design, technical solution, and information flows.  This 117 
step provides the detailed specifications for the system components and 118 
their related costs. 119 

 Code and Testing – builds the components and tests them individually and 120 
as an assembly.  The business processes are tested to ensure that the 121 
automated and manual processes work well together. 122 

 Business Readiness/Deployment – installs the new system and ensures 123 
that the people operating the system are fully trained; also provides 124 
training on any new or revised business process. 125 

Each step in the process results in a clearly defined scope of work before the next 126 

step begins. 127 

Q. How did ComEd use this methodology to develop the scope of work to implement 128 

PORCB? 129 

A. Using the framework described above, ComEd first undertook the Conceptual Design 130 

step, which involved identifying the business processes that will be affected in order to 131 

implement Rider PORCB and included, in some instances, creating new business 132 

processes.  Examples of existing business processes include “switching a customer to a 133 

RES,” “reading meters” and “customer inquiries,” and an example of a new business 134 

process is “payments to RESs,” which I discuss in more detail below.  ComEd initially 135 

identified 151 business process flows that could be affected by the implementation of 136 
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Rider PORCB.  Based upon further analysis, ComEd narrowed down the number of 137 

affected business process flows to 122.   138 

After completing the Conceptual Design phase, ComEd conducted a thorough 139 

review of the affected business process flows with the affected business and IT 140 

departments as part of the Analysis and Design step, which included a review of the 141 

proposed automated and manual processes.  Based on this review, ComEd identified the 142 

“To-Be” flows (i.e., the new or revised business process flow that is required) and the IT 143 

and training requirements.  The IT department took those requirements and developed a 144 

technical solution with cost estimates.  The solution and estimates were presented to 145 

management for approval, and, once approved, IT began its coding and testing processes 146 

under step three.  Because, as described below, the changes affect the EDI standards and 147 

transactions with RESs, IT will have to undertake testing with each of ComEd’s external 148 

partners.  ComEd currently has 25 active RESs with which it must test the new EDI 149 

standards, along with 4 RESs currently in the registration process with ComEd. 150 

With changes affecting over 120 business process flows, under step four ComEd’s 151 

training department will have to coordinate with each affected business and the relevant 152 

employees to determine what training is needed, who needs to be trained, and the method 153 

of training (e.g., hand-on, manuals, job-aids, or classes).  154 

Q. What is the current projected timeline for the completion of the work under the 155 

development methodology you described above? 156 

A. As indicated in ComEd Exhibit 2.1, the estimated implementation date for the Rider 157 

PORCB program is December 2010 under ComEd’s current proposal.  That timeline 158 
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anticipates that RES testing will begin in July, which will ensure all systems and parties 159 

can conduct business on the December implementation date. This date is subject to 160 

change in the event of any modifications to ComEd’s proposal. 161 

C. 

1. Bill Redesign 164 

Overview of Changes to Billing and Related Systems Required by Rider  162 
PORCB 163 

Q. What changes are required by Rider PORCB related to the design of ComEd’s electric 165 

utility bill? 166 

A. In order to reflect on applicable retail customer bills the charges associated with the 167 

receivables purchased from RESs under Rider PORCB, ComEd had to reconfigure its 168 

bills to provide customers with the information necessary to clarify the presence of those 169 

charges.  Specifically, ComEd categorized charges into four sections on the bill – 170 

Electricity Supply Services, Delivery Services, Taxes and Other and Miscellaneous.  By 171 

clearly categorizing these portions of the bill, customers will be able to more readily 172 

distinguish the different components of their bill and, ultimately, be better equipped to 173 

comparison shop for retail electric supply among RESs.  Customers who have switched 174 

to a RES that is taking service under Rider PORCB will clearly be able to view their 175 

associated power and energy charges, determine which RES is providing service and 176 

understand how to contact their RES.  ComEd also added a consolidated Message Center 177 

section to the bills that displays bill messages from ComEd and RESs using Rider 178 

PORCB. 179 

Historically ComEd used paper for its bills (“bill stock”) that had definitions and 180 

explanations pre-printed on the reverse side.  Because the remainder of the monthly 181 
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billing information was able to fit on the front side of the bill, ComEd’s paper bills 182 

typically used only one sheet of paper.  During the bill redesign process, however, 183 

ComEd determined that the redesign would expand the monthly printed billing 184 

information from a single side of a sheet of paper to two sheets of paper for each monthly 185 

bill, which would annually result in an additional $555,000 in costs and 32 million sheets 186 

of paper.  To avoid this result, ComEd filed a Petition for Conditional Exemption under 187 

83 Ill. Admin. Code Part 410.30 requesting an exemption from the requirements of 83 Ill. 188 

Admin. Code Part 410.210(a)(5), which requires that ComEd supply with each one of its 189 

bills “(d)efinitions or explanations of any abbreviations and technical words used on the 190 

bill.”  The Commission granted ComEd’s petition on October 7, 2009, and, as a result, 191 

the redesigned bill format will not require two sheets of paper.  (See Order, Dkt. No. 09-192 

0409 (Oct. 7, 2009)).  193 

2. Modifications to EDI   194 

Q. What is the purpose of EDI? 195 

A. To ensure that ComEd can exchange information easily with RESs, its computer systems 196 

must be able to communicate with RESs’ computer systems.  EDI is the computer-to-197 

computer exchange of business documents in standard, non-proprietary, machine-198 

readable formats.  Once the information has been converted to a common format, it can 199 

easily be exchanged with another trading partner.  Using EDI standards (rules for data 200 

format) helps ensure successful exchanges of electronic data.   In Illinois, the original 201 

EDI standards were established in 1999 by the Illinois Communications Protocol 202 

Working Group (“CPWG”). 203 

Q. Why does ComEd’s EDI infrastructure need to be upgraded at this time? 204 
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A. The key drivers of the upgrade are the changes to the new EDI standards and expected 205 

increase in EDI transactions.  Specifically, because Rider PORCB requires new 206 

transactions related to a utility’s purchase of certain RESs’ receivables and the ability to 207 

reflect the charges associated with those receivables on applicable retail customer bills, 208 

the nearly 10 year old EDI standards and infrastructure must be upgraded to facilitate 209 

these new transactions, support the large volume of transactions anticipated and provide 210 

enhanced reporting for faster resolution of issues.  During the workshop process 211 

organized by ORMD to discuss Public Act 95-0700, participants reviewed Illinois’ 212 

original EDI standards, and the CPWG was reconvened to establish the standards for the 213 

new transactions that are required under Rider PORCB.  In addition, standards had to be 214 

reviewed and updated for all existing transactions to accommodate Rider PORCB.  For 215 

example, Rider PORCB will require that ComEd provide more data fields to RESs at the 216 

time of enrollment so that RESs can appropriately set up customers in their systems.   217 

Q. Can you please provide an example of a new EDI transaction? 218 

A. Yes.  Because ComEd will be purchasing certain receivables from RESs under Rider 219 

PORCB, one of the new business process flows is “payments to RESs,” which will 220 

generate new EDI transactions.  Specifically, for each purchased receivable month, the 221 

RES will send ComEd its charges on an 810 EDI transaction (billing) and ComEd will 222 

then send the RES notification on an 824 EDI transaction (notification) of whether the 223 

810 was accepted.  ComEd will present those charges on the customer’s bill, and will be 224 

responsible for the collection of the payment.   225 

ComEd must track each receivable and, regardless of whether it is paid or not, 226 

ComEd must pay the RES for the receivable, minus the discount rate and any other 227 
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reduction imposed for recovery of costs under Rider PORCB.  (See Direct Testimony of 228 

R. Garcia, ComEd Ex. 1.0).  Specifically, each day ComEd’s billing system will create an 229 

820 EDI transaction (payment notification) for each RES, which will detail every 230 

customer account for which ComEd is remitting payment to the RES for that day.  This 231 

detail will include the amount the RES billed, the discount rate and any other reduction 232 

imposed, and the amount that ComEd will pay the RES.  The account level payments will 233 

then be summed up, and a total of the payment to the RES will be displayed.  A new 234 

report will also be created that will show the total payments to each RES for that day.  235 

Following a business review of the report and the resolution of any issues, a request will 236 

be sent to ComEd’s bank for payment.  That afternoon a ComEd employee will access 237 

the bank’s system to authorize release of the payment to the RES’s bank through the 238 

Automated Clearing House (“ACH”), and the 820 EDI will be sent to the RES displaying 239 

the information described above. 240 

3. Customer  Billing Process 241 

Q. You previously discussed how ComEd’s bills must be redesigned.  Are there also 242 

changes that must be made to the billing system itself? 243 

A. Yes.  ComEd must update its Customer Information Management System (“CIMS”) in 244 

order to enable it to reflect on applicable retail customer bills the charges associated with 245 

the receivables purchased from RESs under Rider PORCB and to implement 246 

consolidated billing.  CIMS is not just a billing system, however, as it handles all 247 

customer contacts (e.g., each of the approximately 7 million calls received annually by 248 

the call center is noted), tracks any service orders (e.g., meter exchanges and field 249 

technician visits) and also interfaces with ComEd’s financial and accounting systems.   250 
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As a result, ComEd must review all of its business processes that are handled 251 

within CIMS, and make changes required to support Rider PORCB.  The most impacted 252 

CIMS processes will be bill creation and the financial treatment of all receivables and all 253 

payments.  The bill creation process, for example, must be fundamentally altered in order 254 

to accommodate Rider PORCB.  Whereas previously ComEd simply generated its 255 

delivery services charge and billed customers accordingly (or sent the delivery services 256 

charge electronically to the RES under Rider SBO), under Rider PORCB ComEd must 257 

not only create the delivery services charge, but also must send a RES the customer’s 258 

usage through an 867 EDI transaction, await receipt of the RESs’ responses through an 259 

810 EDI (billing) transaction during a three day period, reconcile the information sent by 260 

the RES with the information ComEd has, and compile the information into the bill 261 

format to send to customers.  Because the RESs are now key participants in the bill 262 

creation process, CIMS must also be modified to account for RESs in processes such as a 263 

“cancel and rebill” – a process where the original bill must be cancelled and the customer 264 

rebilled because the customer’s usage information was incorrect.   265 

Similarly complex are the changes that must be implemented to accommodate the 266 

financial treatment of the receivables purchased under Rider PORCB.  For example, 267 

CIMS must be modified to provide the functionality required to (i) purchase the 268 

receivables, (ii) submit payment to the RESs for the receivables subject to the applicable 269 

discount rate, (iii) track implementation cost recovery according to the terms of Rider 270 

PORCB and related tariffs, (iv) reflect on ComEd’s books the purchased receivables, and 271 

(v) bill the applicable customers for the full amount of the receivables. 272 
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D. 

Q. Previously you mentioned that ComEd must test the various changes with RESs.  How 274 

does ComEd propose to conduct the testing phase? 275 

Testing 273 

A. Initially, ComEd will undertake a phase of internal testing in which test scripts are 276 

written and executed in order to ensure the accuracy of the new or modified functionality.  277 

This may involve, for example, setting up a mock purchase of receivables transaction, 278 

and the test therefore may take several days to complete.  If errors are identified, follow-279 

up meetings will be held to develop fixes, with additional testing commencing thereafter.   280 

 Following this internal phase of testing, ComEd will undertake extensive testing 281 

with the RESs serving its retail customers to validate that the interfaces between ComEd 282 

and the RESs are functioning correctly.  This testing will begin with a pilot test with a 283 

couple RESs to validate the new functionality.  Following the pilot, ComEd will then 284 

proceed to conduct testing with all RESs serving its retail customers, which currently 285 

includes 25 RESs.  The attached Exhibit 2.1 indicates ComEd’s schedule for RES testing.  286 

Although ComEd has a detailed test plan for this exercise, it cannot judge the 287 

effectiveness of the RESs’ processing of the data under the new EDI standards through 288 

their respective systems.  It should be noted that all RESs, existing and any new ones, 289 

must complete the testing successfully prior to the go-live date if they wish to conduct 290 

business with ComEd on the go-live date.  This is because the new EDI standards will be 291 

effective on that date. 292 

E. 

Q. What are the projected costs ComEd anticipates incurring to implement the changes 294 

required by Rider PORCB? 295 

Overview of Preliminary Cost Estimates 293 
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A. As an initial matter, ComEd is providing these preliminary cost estimates for 296 

informational purposes only, and is not requesting approval of these costs in this 297 

proceeding.  At this time, ComEd estimates that the required changes described herein 298 

will cost approximately $15.8 million.  Of this amount, approximately $3.2 million 299 

relates to the purchase of receivables and roughly $12.6 million relates to the billing 300 

system modifications  301 

  ComEd also estimates that it will incur additional operational costs of 302 

approximately $50,000 annually as a result of this implementation, which includes, for 303 

example, supporting the processing of daily EDI 820 payment transactions to each RES 304 

on Rider PORCB. 305 

III. 

Q. How did ComEd develop the proposed changes to its business rules? 307 

Changes to Business Rules 306 

A. During the workshop process organized by ORMD, participants also addressed how to 308 

define the mass market and what changes needed to occur to existing switching rules to 309 

provide additional consumer protections for such customers and to provide for the orderly 310 

switching of customers as the competitive electricity market becomes more robust.  It is 311 

ComEd’s understanding that the workshop participants generally indicated that the mass 312 

market would be defined as all residential customers and those small commercial 313 

customers having demands of less that 100 kW, and that certain changes to the switching 314 

rules applicable to mass market customers should be implemented. 315 

Q. Please describe the changes to the switching rules that are proposed in ComEd’s tariffs. 316 

A. ComEd proposes revisions to Rate BES – Basic Electric Service (“Rate BES”), Rate 317 

BESH – Basic Electric Service Hourly (“Rate BESH”), Rate RDS – Retail Delivery 318 
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Service (“Rate RDS”), and Rate MSPS – Metering Service Provider Service (“Rate 319 

MSPS”) in order to update the rules pertaining to switching electric power and energy 320 

suppliers and open access in the electricity market that are applicable to mass market 321 

customers.  These changes to the switching rules will provide for the orderly switching of 322 

large numbers of customers anticipating that competition for the 3.7 million customers 323 

that comprise the mass market becomes more robust as a result of the provision of Rider 324 

PORCB service.  The proposed changes also include explicit language regarding the 325 

rescission of switching requests before they are effectuated, which is discussed in more 326 

detail in the direct testimony of Mr. Garcia, ComEd Ex. 1.0. 327 

Q. What are the changes proposed to the switching rules in Rate BES, Rate BESH, Rate 328 

RDS, and Rate MSPS? 329 

A. The proposed changes affect the minimum amount of time required for the submission of 330 

a DASR in advance of the switch of a mass market customer (a) from ComEd supply 331 

under Rate BES or Rate BESH to RES supply (Rate RDS); (b) from one RES to another 332 

RES while on Rate RDS; or (c) from RES supply (Rate RDS) to ComEd supply on Rate 333 

BES or Rate BESH. (See ComEd Ex. 1.6 at Sheet No. 26; ComEd Ex. 1.7 at Sheet No. 334 

44; ComEd Ex. 1.8 at Sheet Nos. 76-77). A similar increase in time would also be 335 

implemented for switching metering service providers. (See ComEd Ex. 1.10 at Sheet No. 336 

115).  No changes were made to the switching rules for other customers. 337 

Furthermore, Rate RDS is modified to require a new mass market account that has 338 

never received any tariffed service from ComEd (e.g., a new customer or newly 339 

constructed premises) to initially take bundled electric service from ComEd before being 340 
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allowed to switch to a RES.  These rules have been put in place to accommodate mass 341 

market switching as discussed in the workshops.  342 

Q. Are there any other changes that will be made to the switching rules you would like to 343 

mention? 344 

A. Yes.  Changes will be made to Rider SBO, which is applicable to RESs and provides the 345 

terms and conditions for a RES to produce, on their monthly bills, ComEd charges and to 346 

remit back to ComEd funds received for those charges.  This single billing service is 347 

required to be made available to RES by ComEd through Section 16-118(b). 348 

Q. How does Rider SBO operate? 349 

A. Each month ComEd calculates delivery service charges and submits these charges to the 350 

RES to present to the customer.  RESs must remit payments they receive from retail 351 

customers back to ComEd, through either of two payment options.   352 

In order for a RES to provide this service, they must be approved by the 353 

Commission and meet criteria established in Rider SBO.  In addition, the RES must 354 

indicate to ComEd each customer for whom it intends to provide such billing service, 355 

through an enrollment request.  A similar process would take place for a RES that wishes 356 

to cease providing single billing to a specific customer. 357 

Q. What changes, if any, does ComEd propose with respect to Rider SBO? 358 

A. As I previously explained, ComEd is proposing to update the switching rules for 359 

customers in the mass market with revisions to Rate BES, Rate BESH, Rate RDS, Rate 360 

RESS and Rate MSPS.  Because Rider SBO also includes an enrollment provision, 361 

ComEd must revise that rider to provide switching rule updates.  However, because  362 
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customers may not be placed onto the rider if they have a past due unpaid bundled 363 

balance, the changes in switching rules would not allow most residential customers who 364 

would switch from ComEd supply service to be enrolled because their last bundled bill 365 

would not yet be due when the enrollment is requested.  As a result, ComEd is proposing 366 

to limit the past due balance requirement to monthly bills issued prior to the switching 367 

request.  Also, a RES providing supply service may switch a customer on and off of 368 

Rider SBO, absent any Rider PORCB requirements, any time prior to a monthly bill. (See 369 

ComEd Ex. 1.11). 370 

Q. What purpose is served by these changes? 371 

A. These changes greatly ease the ability for a RES to utilize Rider SBO and reduce the 372 

amount of customers who would be ineligible to participate because of past due bundled 373 

balances that arose after the switching request was received.   374 

Q. Is ComEd proposing any changes to its business rules as part of its implementation of 375 

Rider PORCB? 376 

A. Yes.  Based on workshop discussions, ComEd understands that the participants generally 377 

reached a consensus to limit mass market switching to the four day billing window:  these 378 

customers may not engage in nonstandard or off-cycle switching, and can only be 379 

switched on the two days prior to the scheduled meter read date, the day of the meter read 380 

date or one day after the meter read date. 381 

In addition, ComEd is proposing to delete the requirement that a meter number 382 

must be provided in order to validate switch requests (DASRs) and data requests.  383 

Currently, a RES must include the 10 digit account number and the 9 digit meter number 384 
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to request either a switch or historical usage data.  Incorrect meter numbers, however, 385 

represent the number one reason why a DASR or data request is rejected, which is 386 

usually because a meter was recently exchanged and now has a new number or because 387 

of a data entry error.  Therefore, in an effort to streamline this process, workshop 388 

participants generally indicated a preference for deleting the meter number requirement. 389 

Q. Where will these business rules be explained? 390 

A. These changes will be reflected in the ComEd RES Handbook and Customer Handbook 391 

where the operational rules will be specified. These rules must be followed to facilitate 392 

successful and timely transactions among the customer, the RES and ComEd.  Those 393 

documents will be updated before the end of this proceeding and in time to facilitate a 394 

successful implementation. 395 

Q. What is the process that customers will follow if they choose to dispute the RES charges 396 

under Rider PORCB that appear on the ComEd bill? 397 

A. That process is a subject of the Part 412 rulemaking process currently pending in Docket 398 

No. 09-0592.  ComEd is participating in this docket, and will update its RES Handbook 399 

and Customer Handbook at the conclusion of that rulemaking as appropriate. 400 

Q. Does this conclude your direct testimony? 401 

A. Yes. 402 
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